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introduction

I loved my mother’s rose garden. Watching it come into bloom 
each summer filled me with wonder and delight. I have an ear-
ly memory of sitting in the grass beside it and playing quietly. 
A feeling came over me with absolute clarity, and I knew I was 
not alone. Someone warm, loving, and kind was there with me. 
In my child’s mind, there was no question that it was Jesus. 
Now, many years later, I am often drawn to the image of a 
garden when describing faith and spirituality. That early expe-
rience beside my mother’s roses makes it a natural connection.

It is worth noting that my childhood experience of some-
thing so mystical took place at the home where I spent the 
first two decades of my life. During that time I was surround-
ed by a large family. It included my five sisters and brothers as 
well as grandparents, aunts, uncles, nieces, nephews, and cous-
ins who came and went with regularity. This lively atmosphere 
made domestic life full and varied and serves as a source of 
my love for family. It also gave rise to a deep interest in and 
passion for how faith is formed first within the family. My 
work in catechetical and pastoral ministry as well as spiritual 
direction is hugely influenced by this upbringing. As a result, 
I understand from a heart level what the General Directory for 
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Forming families in faith: Cultivating catechesis in the home

Catechesis (GDC) means in defining family as “the primary 
agent of an incarnate transmission of faith” (no. 207). The 
family does indeed embody the process of faith formation.

This book is meant to help readers identify, honor, and 
celebrate the role of family in the formation of faith. As part 
of the Essential Catechist’s Bookshelf series, it offers catechists, 
Catholic school teachers, catechetical leaders, and pastoral 
ministers ideas for affirming and supporting the family in the 
process of faith formation. When giving presentations in par-
ishes and dioceses across North America, I continually hear 
about the need to engage families in catechesis. Therefore, 
much of the book comes from the observations and insights I 
receive from those working day-to-day with families through 
their various ministries. My hope is that the following chap-
ters will provide a vehicle for further reflection and conversa-
tion around this important topic. Questions at the end of each 
one will serve as an impetus for both.

The beauty of my mother’s roses continues to inspire me to 
look for creative images when describing family life. So come 
with me as we enter the garden of domestic life, one filled with 
grace when we know how and where to look.Twen
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1

Garden varieties:  
The diversity  
of family life

Roses weren’t the only flowers in my mother’s garden. While 
they stood apart in a large oblong patch to the side of our house, 
the rest of the yard was ringed with foliage. She grew a variety of 
flowers—morning glories, daylilies, phlox, gladiolas, and hon-
eysuckle, to name a few. Violets edged each garden. Numerous 
trees graced the yard as well. My favorites were the large elm 
shading the front of the house, the locust that turned bright 
red in autumn, and five crab apple trees with their fragrant blos-
soms in the spring and abundance of fruit in late summer.

Garden variety serves as an apt metaphor for the reality 
of family. In its broadest sense, “family” includes parents and 
children as well as those who are married, never-married, di-
vorced, single, full/empty/partial nest, and those with no chil-
dren. The extended family is made up of grandparents, aunts, 
uncles, nieces, nephews, cousins, and “distant” relatives. Add 
to the mix those who join the family as in-laws, those who 
are adopted, and those who “blend” together through remar-
riage. Families are large, small, or in-between. They can be 
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Forming families in faith: Cultivating catechesis in the home

spread across hundreds of miles or mostly self-contained, with 
children separated by large gaps in years, “stair-stepped,” or 
having no siblings at all. While images of the “typical family” 
endure, recognition of the broad experience of family is more 
commonly embraced.

An understanding of family diversity is nothing new, to be 
sure. Take a look at families in the Bible and you’ll be hard-
pressed to find the “two parents/two children” that fits the 
stereotype. The patriarchs in the Old Testament had numer-
ous wives and concubines, making the lineage of offspring 
a bear to untangle. Multiple generations lived together, and 
slaves, stewards, and other servants were counted as part of a 
household. Diversity continues to be the hallmark of family 
life. Stephanie Koontz, in her book The Way We Never Were, de-
scribes the “typical family” of TV sitcom fame as an anomaly. 
She points out that, because of the high rates of mortality as a 
result of multiple childbirths, blended families and remarriage 
have been commonplace throughout most of recorded human 
history. Men needed wives to raise their children and so did 
not remain widowers for very long.

GARDENS AND GRACE

In addition to the variety found in a garden, its cultivation 
provides another useful metaphor. Writer and theologian 
Wendy Wright describes the garden as “an intentional sacred 
environment, a place where what is most ordinary, human, and 
earthy gains depth, resonance and…soul” (Weavings, Volume 
XVI, “The Garden”). Such intentionality also characterizes 
domestic life as families strengthen and deepen relationships 
and build a life together. It takes the same kind of dedication 
and hard work for a family to thrive as it does to have a gar-
den: cultivating, planting, pruning, and harvesting. Each task 
is made sacred by and with the gift of grace.
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Garden Varieties

My earliest associations with grace are linked with a milk 
bottle. It was part of a catechetical lesson learned in Catholic 
elementary school. Grace, I was taught, filled the soul in the 
same way milk filled up a bottle. When we sinned, the level of 
milk in the bottle dropped. When we went to confession, the 
level of grace rose to the top. The point was to never let your 
bottle empty out.

This rather odd image stuck in the mind, making grace 
something God gives and then subtracts according to our good 
or bad behavior. The actual teaching around grace is much 
richer. The Catechism of the Catholic Church defines it as “favor, 
the free and undeserved help that God gives us to respond to 
his call to become children of God…” (no. 1996). A rather po-
etic description was written by the late John Mogabgab, past 
editor of Weavings, a quarterly periodical on spirituality. He 
described it as “the continuously outflowing energy of God’s 
love in which all creatures live and without which we cannot 
thrive…Grace permits us to see God’s luminous purpose shin-
ing in creation and grace creates within us the very capacity 
for such vision” (“Grace Abounding,” Weavings, Volume XXIII, 
Editor’s Introduction). This lovely imagery is well-suited to the 
way families thrive as the energy of God’s love pours into and 
upon their gardens, making them lush and vibrant. 

As a garden of grace, therefore, the family naturally serves 
as the seeding ground for the formation of faith. The GDC 
describes the family as a “locus of catechesis” through its 
role as “domestic Church.” Such formation is more informal 
than structured, however, and woven within day-to-day rou-
tines and relationships. This kind of catechesis is one “more 
witnessed to than taught, more occasional than systematic, 
more ongoing and daily than structured into periods”(GDC, 
no. 255).
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Forming families in faith: Cultivating catechesis in the home

SIX WAYS FAMILIES SHARE FAITH

Several years ago I gave a talk to new catechists about their 
roles and responsibilities. At the end of the session one of the 
participants asked how they would know they were doing the 
right thing. What sort of gauge would help them effectively 
fulfill the mission of catechesis? The GDC had recently been 
published and so I drew upon it by naming the six tasks of cat-
echesis. These provide a comprehensive way to view catechesis 
in integrated fashion. Used as the basis for the assessment 
tool ACRE, published by the National Catholic Education 
Association, they are also a concrete means of gauging one’s 
effectiveness as a catechist. The six tasks are:

 # Promoting knowledge of the faith
 # Liturgical education
 # Moral formation
 # Teaching to pray
 # Education for community life
 # Missionary initiation

(gdc, nos. 85–86)

The more I worked with the six tasks over the years, the more 
I came to appreciate their application to the domestic church 
as well. While remaining an informal place for catechesis, the 
family carries out these six tasks in various ways. Each has a 
corollary in the home; the wording just needs to be changed 
to make it more applicable to everyday life. Thus, I see the six 
tasks of family catechesis as:

 # Telling stories
 # Celebrating rituals and traditions
 # Making loving choices
 # Fostering domestic spirituality
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Garden Varieties

 # Cultivating healthy relationships
 # Sharing, caring, and serving others

For the most part, families carry out these tasks without much 
forethought. The formation of faith happens whether or not 
we are conscious of it. To further the process, we need only 
look at what families already do and then make our catechet-
ical efforts more intentional. In such a way, we cultivate the 
garden of grace that is the domestic church through the seed-
ing, pruning, and harvesting of faith. In the next six chapters 
we will look at what these six tasks mean and how they are 
carried out. The last chapter offers suggestions, ideas, and re-
sources for supporting the catechetical process in the home 
and strengthening the ties with the larger church.

K Questions for discussion

▪▪ What▪is▪your▪experience▪of▪family?▪What▪does▪it▪show▪you▪

about▪the▪way▪in▪which▪faith▪is▪formed▪in▪unstructured▪

ways?

▪▪ As▪a▪catechist,▪teacher,▪or▪pastoral/catechetical▪leader,▪

how▪do▪you▪support▪families▪in▪the▪process▪of▪faith▪

formation?
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Telling stories

My brother Ted loves to tell the tale he calls “The Great 
Crabapple Melee.” It recounts the day he and several of his 
neighborhood friends pelted one another with ripened fruit 
from the trees growing around our yard. With each retelling, 
the account gets more grandiose. The number of boys grows 
to include the entire neighborhood, the trees multiply into 
an orchard, the fight moves from the yard to the inside of our 
house. In each rendition, however, the ending is the same. In 
the midst of the melee my mother pulls up to the house with a 
friend who looks upon the scene with horror. Mom’s reaction 
is far different. She shrugs it off as kids having fun.

Worthwhile stories have a point. Perhaps that’s why my 
siblings and I seldom tire of Ted’s story, even though most of 
it long ago passed into the realm of myth. The point always 
hits home: my mother’s seemingly endless supply of patience 
and good humor in raising six children. In the end, it is a story 
about love.

When talking to catechists about ways to promote knowl-
edge of the faith, the first of the six tasks of catechesis, I al-
ways begin with a family story. Sometimes it is “The Great 
Crabapple Melee.” Then I invite them to share with some-
one else a one-minute story about their families. The room is 
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Forming families in faith: Cultivating catechesis in the home

quiet at first and then bursts into a buzz of conversation and 
laughter. If I don’t frame the exercise around the “one-min-
ute” parameter, the reaction is not the same. Telling stories, 
particularly off the top of our heads, can sound like a daunting 
task—one meant for a professional author or gifted storyteller. 
In truth, we all have stories to tell. Many of them begin with 
our families.

THE GIST OF STORYTELLING

In fifth grade, I wrote my autobiography. Needless to say, it 
was brief. I described our house, my parents and siblings, our 
family gatherings and celebration of holidays, and the summer 
vacations we took together. Despite my clumsy efforts (“After 
I was born, I found myself being carried into a big house on 
Ivy Lane”), I cherish this early attempt at telling my own story. 
Decades later I wrote a “life-line” and then a spiritual autobi-
ography for courses in graduate school and spiritual direction. 
In both, I drew upon my fifth-grade composition as a start-
ing point. It affirmed and acknowledged the stories seeded in 
childhood. 

As a young mother, I spent many pleasant hours reading 
stories to my children, Eric and Anna. Their favorites were 
about magical places like Narnia and Oz. Sometimes, howev-
er, they wanted me to tell a story of my own. I wasn’t good at 
inventing stories, so I took to recounting ones from my child-
hood. These accounts intrigued them. Perhaps they felt our 
lives touch by picturing me as someone closer to their age. 
This hasn’t changed. As adults, they prod me for stories that 
both parallel and differ from their own. With each telling, my 
stories are woven into a larger story that continues to grow 
and intertwine with theirs.

In the introduction to her book Kitchen Table Wisdom, 
Rachel Naomi Remen describes the way in which family sto-
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Telling stories

ries are often told around the kitchen table. She underscores 
the informality of the process. An image of Grandma seated 
in a rocker imparting tales of great wisdom to an enraptured 
group of children might come to mind, but the reality is much 
different. “One-minute” accounts are far more likely. Casual 
as the process may be, the importance of storytelling moves 
way beyond the confines of a kitchen. 

One way this is happening is due to the wider use of and 
access to the Internet. The electronic media has broadened 
the potential for both discovering and relating family stories. 
Those doing genealogical research, for example, can search for 
records and accounts online as they uncover stories of their 
ancestors. Social media provides a venue for keeping in touch 
with family members both near and far and tracking with their 
stories through photos, pins, and posts. It also allows a con-
nection with families we will never meet. In such a way, our 
stories can connect with those of families halfway across the 
world. The downside to this technology is that, given our cul-
tural obsession with celebrities, we may know the stories of 
strangers better than our own. In addition, we tend to relish 
the worst parts of those stories or go no deeper in our own 
than skimming the surface. Even feel-good accounts can lack 
the depth of a story told and retold in order to mine its sig-
nificance.

Remen emphasizes the connectivity embedded in our sto-
ries and how they link with something larger. “Hidden in all 
stories is the One Story,” she notes. “The more we listen, the 
clearer that Story becomes.” Stories remind us of our com-
mon humanity, and telling them “weaves us into a family once 
again.” Catechesis involves a storytelling process in which 
we connect our personal and family stories with our Story as 
God’s people. These encompass the joys and the agonies of 
life and loss, the fear and the excitement accompanying tran-
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Forming families in faith: Cultivating catechesis in the home

sitions, and the confusion and the clarity that coexists in the 
exploration of faith. Such stories are rooted in the family.

MEMORY STORIES

One of the most common ways families tell stories is through 
memory. These surface during times of transition—on birth-
days, at weddings or funerals, or when making a move to or 
from a home, job, or school, for example. Family gatherings, 
particularly as part of seasonal celebrations, often trigger these 
stories. Telling them generates an awareness of belonging 
and continuity. Because they are repetitive, memory stories 
often morph into myth. This doesn’t mean they aren’t true, 
however. In the process of retelling, we gain insight into the 
deeper meaning of the story and those people and experiences 
that have inspired and influenced us. “The Great Crabapple 
Melee” is a prime example.

The Bible abounds with stories of remembrance. Century 
after century, they were passed verbally from one generation 
to the next as a way to recognize and understand the relation-
ship between God and God’s people. A dominant thread in 
biblical stories is the constancy of God’s presence, guiding hu-
mankind throughout history. Each one continues to remind 
us of who we are and to Whom we belong. “I will put my law 
within them, and I will write it on their hearts; and I will be 
their God, and they shall be my people” (Jeremiah 31:33). As 
families tell and retell their stories, they might reflect upon 
and uncover a lesson similar to these biblical tales—how God 
dwells among them, embedded within every family experi-
ence and relationship. 

This is not to say that all memory stories are pleasant or 
even redemptive. Some are dark accounts of abuse, addiction, 
abandonment, or neglect. Even so, there is value in telling 
them, albeit carefully, because they shed light on our failings, 
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Telling stories

losses, grief, and disappointments, as well as on our capacity 
to endure, to recover, and to hope. Once again, the Bible is an 
illustration of such stories. The families who turn up in some 
of these tales could make even television’s most bizarre reali-
ty-show families look comparatively normal. Biblical charac-
ters are sold into slavery by their brothers (Joseph), deceive 
their own father (Jacob), murder to satisfy their lust (David), 
vie with their siblings for attention (James and John), and play 
the victim (Martha). Over and over again, the stories serve as 
an illustration of God’s part of the covenant—never abandon-
ing his people despite the damage they do to their relation-
ships and failed attempts to keep the faith.

WHY STORIES MATTER

What do family stories have to do with handing on the faith? 
For one thing, they teach something vital about the meaning in 
life. In her book Thin Places: A Pilgrimage Home, anthropologist 
Ann Armbrecht describes her experience of living in Nepal 
among people who repeatedly told tales of their ancestors. It 
awakened in her a respect for the importance of this ancient 
practice. Stories, she says, are the way we make sense of our 
lives. “They are what we tell ourselves and others about who 
we are and what we want, about where we are going and why. 
They provide a fixed point, a secure place from which we can 
step into the world.”

The repetitious nature of family stories is reflected in the 
way we go about formal catechesis in the church and how we 
teach and share knowledge of the faith. We recount the great 
Story of our tradition—of the mystery of creation and God’s 
covenant with the people; of Jesus’ life, teaching, death, res-
urrection, and ascension; of the Spirit’s life-giving wisdom 
and presence. In each retelling, we uncover layers of meaning 
that draw us deeper into a mature understanding of and com-
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Forming families in faith: Cultivating catechesis in the home

mitment to our faith. This allows us to link our everyday and 
“peak” experiences with those of our religious beliefs, values, 
practices, and traditions. Following in the steps of our ances-
tors, we pass along our religious Story to succeeding gener-
ations, not just with words, but also through witnessing the 
love and compassion of Christ.

Stories also connect us with something larger than our-
selves—our place within our nuclear and extended families 
as well as within generations of believers who preceded us. 
The rise of interest in genealogical history is a testament to 
the way in which families understand such connections with 
previous generations. A “family tree,” another garden image, 
is thus a useful metaphor to describe our roots and the ways 
in which each member of the family is connected, however 
tightly or loosely, with the whole. The genealogical connec-
tions in Scripture underscore this point. It was vital for each 
generation to honor their history. This gave them a deep 
understanding and appreciation for God’s relationship with 
them as a people—a family—rather than a group of discon-
nected individuals. 

Ancestral accounts can also shed light on the images we 
have of God, the manner in which we either cherish or disre-
gard religious tradition, the values we embrace, and the choic-
es we make. This is why writing an autobiography is such an 
essential exercise for spiritual formation.

Scripture scholar Walter Brueggemann wrote that children 
need to know stories of their faith tradition so they can recog-
nize their place within it. This makes them active participants 
in the process by not only hearing the stories but also by tell-
ing spiritual ones in their own words. They then bring them 
to life through works, attitudes, and behaviors that contribute 
to a more loving and just world. This is, in essence, the way 
the first task of catechesis works—promoting knowledge of 
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Telling stories

the faith in an active way. One way to carry out this task is by 
encouraging children to ask about, listen to, and retell their 
family stories.

It may not have registered at the time, but my fifth-grade 
autobiography was a reflection of my early experience of grow-
ing up and into my faith, a way to look at who I was and where 
I belonged. I realize now how I started my narrative in just 
the right place—home—and ventured outward into a wider 
world. Later, my children helped me recognize the touchstone 
stories provided at each stage of life. These not only recall the 
past but also give us the impetus to live, as Remen puts it, “a 
life worth remembering.”

K Questions for discussion

▪▪ What▪one-minute▪story▪tells▪something▪about▪your▪family▪

and▪faith?

▪▪ In▪what▪ways▪do▪you,▪in▪your▪catechetical▪role,▪encourage▪

families▪to▪share▪their▪stories?

▪▪ How▪do▪you▪see▪family▪stories▪connecting▪with▪our▪Story▪

of▪faith?
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